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Ever-increasing bandwidth demands on passive optical networks (PONs) are pushing the utilization of
every fiber strand to its limit. This is mandating comprehensive protection until the end of the distribu-
tion drop fiber (DDF). Hence, it is important to provide refined protection with an advanced fault-
protection architecture and recovery mechanism that is able to cope with various DDF failures. We pro-
pose a novel elastic protection against DDF failures that incorporates a software-defined networking
(SDN) capability and a bus protection line to enhance the resiliency of the existing Service
Interoperability in Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (SIEPON) system. We propose the addition of an
integrated SDN controller and flow tables to the optical line terminal and optical network units
(ONUs) in order to deliver various DDF protection scenarios. The proposed architecture enables flexible
assignment of backup ONU(s) in pre/post-fault conditions depending on the PON traffic load. A transient
backup ONU and multiple backup ONUs can be deployed in the pre-fault and post-fault scenarios, respec-
tively. Our extensively discussed simulation results show that our proposed architecture provides better
overall throughput and drop probability compared to the architecture with a fixed DDF protection mech-
anism. It does so while still maintaining overall QoS performance in terms of packet delay, mean jitter,
packet loss, and throughput under various fault conditions.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the past decade, network operators have come to view
passive optical networks (PONs) as the preferred technology for f
iber-to-the-home/building/curb/distribution-point (FTTx) archi-
tecture. In 2015, FTTx penetrated 30–70% of households and busi-
nesses in the ten countries with the highest penetration rates [1].
There are now >100 million home and business FTTx subscribers,
and this number is predicted to approach 1 billion in 2019 [2].
These access-network subscribers generate an enormous amount
of traffic that is expected to exceed 66 EB per month (25 TB per
second) in 2020 [3].

Currently, PON operators rely on standard time-division
multiple-access PON (TDMA-PON) technologies supported by IEEE
and ITU-T standards to provide per-port bandwidths of up to
10 Gbps [4,5]. However, to cope with future bandwidth demands,
the next PON generation is being designed to take advantage of
time/wavelength-division multiple-access (TWDM-PON) technol-
ogy. This is capable of a projected 40–100 Gbps bandwidth while
promising coexistence and backward compatibility with older
PONs [6,7]. Bandwidths of this size is generated from of variety
of application and services traffics with strict requirements, and
thus requires a dependable distribution fiber in each FTTx network
to handle such volumes of users and traffic. This high reliance on
PONs leads to serious consequences if a failure occurs. Hence, these
networks are expected to be highly reliable and resilient against all
manner of mechanical and electrical component failures, such as
the feeder/drop fiber being cut or an optical line terminal (OLT)/
optical network unit (ONU) transceiver failing.

PON resiliency is one of the main considerations in the latest
PON standards, which cover two main types of protection: that
of the shared apparatus, and protecting until the end-user devices.
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Table 1
Comparison of SIEPON and SDN-PON.

SIEPON tree protection
[9]

Proposed SDN-PON

Media access control
(MAC) mechanism

TDMA TDMA

MAC signaling MPCP MPCP
Quality of service (QoS) Yes Yes
Fault detection Optical loss of signal

(LoS)
Optical loss of
signal (LoS)

Number of DDF 2 n 2 n
Fault signaling OAM, eOAM OpenFlow

Messages
DBA Hardware-coded Software-defined
OLT/ONU protection

mechanism
Hardware-coded Software-defined

OLT/ONU agent and flow
tables

No Yes

SDN controller No Yes
Type of protection Star/Tree Flexible
Multiple backup SD-ONUs No Yes
Post-fault manageability No Yes
Number of OLT 2 1
Number of Sub-OLT 0 1
Protection line length Long (from ONU to

different splitter)
Medium (from
ONU to ONU)

Cost High Moderate
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Shared apparatus such as the OLT and feeder fiber (FF) line can be
protected by duplicating them, as discussed in the ITU-T Type-B
protection and the IEEE Service Interoperability in Ethernet Passive
Optical Networks (SIEPON) trunk protection [8,9]. However, more
attention needs to be given to protecting the distribution drop fiber
(DDF) and customers’ equipment, as these accounts for nearly all of
the failures in the optical distribution network (ODN) of a PON
[10]. Protection can be extended to end-user devices by deploying
dual DDF lines and by using redundant ONUs at the customer’s
premises. The DDF lines are connected to either the same passive
splitter (ITU-T Type-C protection) or to different ones (ITU-T
Type-D protection). SIEPON’s tree protection proposes two trans-
ceivers for each ONU and are connected to different splitter and
different OLTs through redundant DDF lines. However, this
approach is proved costly because it duplicates all the deployed
equipment and requires deploying redundant fiber lines to other
passive splitter in distant location.

Beyond the standards, researchers have proposed various archi-
tectures to enhance PON protection [11–14]. To avoid deploying
redundant FFs, the passive splitter is connected in a ring to protect
against FF faults [11]. To provide better protection more cheaply by
reducing the length of the protection line, the backup protection
lines can connect adjacent ONUs in groups to provide mutual pro-
tection against failures [12,13]. However, connecting all ONUs in
groups limits the failure protection capability, and therefore con-
necting all the ONUs in a bus-connected PON architecture provides
comprehensive DDF protection with more options for assigning the
backup ONUs in order to recover from a failure [14]. However, the
protection mechanisms in the aforementioned research are all
hardware based and embedded in the devices. Furthermore, they
cannot react flexibly to different post-fault conditions in order to
provide the mandatory quality of service (QoS). Therefore, PONs
have to be further enhanced to provide better QoS in fault condi-
tions. This is because network resiliency is measured not only by
the level of protection but also by the level of service that is pro-
vided when a fault does occur [15].

Software-defined networking (SDN) has emerged recently as a
focus of academic and industrial research. It promises operators
better manageability, flexibility, and lower operational expendi-
ture (OPEX) [16] by decoupling the control- and data-plane func-
tions of network devices. A programmable control plane in the
network device is separated from the forwarding functions of the
data plane that can be controlled by one or more controllers. With
this enhanced controllability, SDN brings more flexible protection
capabilities and enhancements to the current PON standards.

The introduction of SDN to PON system offers numerous advan-
tages, and various SDN-based PON architectures have been pro-
posed and implemented [17–20]. However, although SDN-based
protection has been proposed for various network types, to the
best of our knowledge only a few protection strategies have been
proposed for PON systems. In transport networks, a transport
software-defined network (T-SDN) has been proposed to provide
fast recovery using the global view of the centralized SDN con-
troller to automatically manage the resource allocation that mini-
mizes the blocking probability [21]. Other proposals have included
SDN rerouting strategies for cloud service providers to deal with a
failed link [22], and an SDN elastic optical network (EON) with an
algorithm that changes the path protection scheme to provide cer-
tain service-level requirements [23,24]. Moreover, SDN protection
in a PON system has been introduced in the form of an SDN-based
converged metro-access network that is able to react to fiber-
related failures by activating the standby OLT using the SDN con-
troller [25]. However, in SDN architecture, the protection and
recovery mechanisms rely heavily on the controller. This can crip-
ple the network performance because the current OpenFlow archi-
tecture takes several seconds to recover from a network failure.
Hence, to minimize the recovery time, preplanned backup paths
can be deployed in the control plane of the SDN devices [26].
Therefore, upon failure, the SDN-enabled devices can react inde-
pendently and the controller is not involved in the recovery pro-
cess. Nevertheless, despite this faster recovery, the deployment
of more backup paths in the SDN devices increases the pre-fault
protection step and complexity. To provide faster and simpler pro-
tection mechanisms, a relatively simple protection step needs to be
deployed first, followed by a more complicated recovery mecha-
nism. Thus, a proposal has been made to support all failures by
adding a simplified transient plane that is only used temporarily
while waiting for a new backup route from the controller [27]. This
mechanism enables a lightweight protection-preparation step
while providing the necessary fast protection capability in SDN
protection architecture.

As stated above, providing PON protection by using the SDN
capabilities enhances the control and flexibility of existing PON
architecture. In relation to the control plane, the PON standards
envision a PON with a centralized multi-point control protocol
(MPCP), and operation, administration, and management (OAM)
functions inside the OLT. During normal operation, the OLT and
ONU communicate using the MPCP and OAM messages for differ-
ent tasks, i.e., registering a new ONU, allocating transmission time
slots. In our view, the introduction of SDN to existing PONs does
not replace the existing MPCP and OAM functions but rather com-
plements them with the more advanced and flexible functions of
the SDN paradigm. Without separated control and data planes,
PON has a limited capability to react to faults during protection
and recovery events because the rigid standardized architecture
prevents additional protection, i.e., protection is provided by a par-
ticular fixed ONU or OLT and is therefore limited. Therefore, to
incorporate protection flexibility in a PON system, we introduced
SDN protection of its DDF by selecting the ONU with the least traf-
fic usage as the backup one with which to recover transmission in
the event of an ONU fault [28]. However, in the event of multiple
faults, the software-defined (SD) programmable network is able
to recruit more backup SD-ONUs to provide better recovery qual-
ity. Thus, in this paper, we discuss further enhancement of the
PON system with a bus-connected line and by enhancing the OLT
and ONUs with OpenFlow to provide protection in the event of
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multiple DDF faults. The standard SIEPON protection and the pro-
posed one are summarized in Table 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the proposed software-defined.

PON multi-DDF protection architecture and the mechanisms for
link resilience and service protection. Section 3 describes the eval-
uation and analysis of the performance of the proposed mecha-
nism. We conclude the study in Section 4.
Flow TableNNI Flow Table L-OLT To PSC
To Metro Area 

Network

Fig. 2. SD-OLT architecture.
2. System architecture and operations

2.1. System architecture

Fig. 1 shows the proposed SD-PON multi-DDF protection archi-
tecture, which can be separated into three sections: the ODN, the
enhanced SD-PON devices, and the protection section. The ODN
serves as the physical medium that connects the OLT to the multi-
ple ONUs through the FF and DDF lines. The enhanced SD devices—
the SD-OLT, the SD-ONU_OLT, and the multiple SD-ONUs—are
developed based on SIEPON’s C-OLT and C-ONU, respectively. In
the SD-OLT and SD-ONU (SD-ONU_OLT), the OAM and media
access control (MAC) control client module are adopted from the
SIEPON standard [9]. The MAC control clients communicate using
the legacy MPCP functions to discover, register, and manage the
transmission line using the GATE and REPORT messages. The bus
line provides the physical protection medium to protect the high
priority users with a strict availability requirement from DDF
faults. This bus line along with the 1 � 2 tap couplers are pre-
installed across the user premises in separated fiber ducts from
the primary fiber; when a customer requires protection, the oper-
ator connects the customer’s ONU to the tap coupler. The tap cou-
plers are designed as in [29] where the tap ratios of the couplers
are optimized by tapping down ‘‘just enough” optical power to
accommodate the optical power and the loss budget of the system;
to mitigate the complicated optimum tap ratio assignment the tap
couplers are designed with tap loss decreasing gradually along the
bus. The transmission on the bus protection line that connects the
protected ONUs in the PON system is managed by the SD-
ONU_OLT, which provides the sub-OLT functionality to control
the transmission in the bus line.
2.1.1. SD-OLT
The SD-OLT, as shown in Fig. 2, is equipped with a distinctive

dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) function that is responsible
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Fig. 1. Proposed software-defined PON
for managing the SD-ONUs upstream transmission in the manner
of TDMA. However, in our proposed SD-OLT, the MAC client func-
tion in SIEPON’s C-OLT is replaced with OpenFlow’s flow tables.
Furthermore, to save cost and simplify the general architecture,
we propose the integration of an OpenFlow-based SDN controller
in the SD-OLT to provide a centralized control point for the PON
system. The OpenFlow controller provides elastic protection that
is not available in standard PON architectures (such as SIEPON).
It manages the pre- and post-fault protection scenarios and
deploys them in the flow tables of the SD-OLT and SD-ONU. The
SDN controller’s detailed functionality and its signaling mecha-
nism are explained in the following Section 2.2.
2.1.2. SD-ONU
The SD-ONU, as shown in Fig. 3, has two transceivers. The pri-

mary one (L1-ONU) is connected to the primary DDF line, while
the backup one (L2-ONU) is connected to the bus protection line.
An SD-ONU is connected to two different TDMA domains: the pri-
mary one is maintained by the SD-OLT, and the secondary one (for
protection purposes) is managed by the SD-ONU_OLT. Thus, the
SD-ONU is embedded with the MAC control client that is responsi-
ble for maintaining the registration of both of the SD-ONU’s L1-
ONU and L2-ONU with the SD-OLT and SD-ONU_OLT, respectively.
It is also responsible for processing the GATE messages from SD-
OLT and SD-ONU_OLT and for generating the REPORT messages
to both. Furthermore, the OAM function of the SD-ONU monitors
the transmission media for any fault condition based on ‘‘Loss of
Signal” in the IEEE 1904.1 SIEPON standard. The OpenFlow agent
and the flow tables are introduced to provide communication to
the controller and flexible protection scenarios, respectively.
w
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Because of the necessity to communicate with the controller in
order to use its capability in the event of a fault, OpenFlow fault
signaling replaces the SIEPON one.

2.1.3. SD-ONU_OLT
To maintain transmission on the bus protection line, a special

device is needed to provide the special OLT function on the protec-
tion line. Thus, we introduce the SD-ONU_OLT shown in Fig. 4. This
combines the functions of SD-ONU and SD-OLT in a single appara-
tus and is responsible for managing transmission in the bus line in
the manner of TDMA.

2.2. System operation

A logical view of the proposed architecture and its operation is
given in Fig. 5. From an SDN perspective, the network is separated
into different layers with different responsibilities. The SDN con-
troller and the OpenFlow logical control link enable flexibility in
the proposed system by complementing the MPCP and OAM mes-
sages with OpenFlow signaling.

2.2.1. SD-PON with the additional OpenFlow signaling
When an SD-ONU starts up, the OAM module initiates the dis-

covery and registration process using the required MPCP messages.
After an SD-ONU is registered to the SD-OLT and SD-OLT_ONU, the
SD-ONU needs to start communication with the SDN controller.
The OpenFlow protocols defines that if a device is not connected
to the controller which is considered in emergency mode and
works as a normal switch without a special SDN’s flow tables. Thus,
SD-ONU needs to establish communication with the SDN con-
troller using the OpenFlow protocol messages. The OpenFlow pro-
tocol defines three message types: controller-to-client
communication, asynchronous, and symmetric. These are used in
our architecture, as shown in Fig. 6, and the different functionali-
ties are described as below.
OpenFlow Agent
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Fig. 4. SD-ONU_OLT architecture.
� Initialization To begin the OpenFlow-protocol communication
process, the client initiates the symmetric process by sending
OFPT_HELLO to the SDN controller. Upon receiving this message
from the SD-ONUs, the SDN controller becomes aware of the
SD-ONUs’ existence and begins the handshake process. In
response, the SDN controller initiates controller-to-client com-
munication and sends OFPT_FEATURES_REQUEST to the SD-
ONU. On receiving this message, the SD-ONU replies with
OPFT_FEATURES_REPLY to inform the SDN controller about
the SD-ONU’s features including its flow-table condition and
port status.

� Configuration Furthermore, the controller is able to read and set
the clients’ configurations using OFPT_CONFIG_GET/REPLY. The
flow tables inside the SD-ONUs need to be modified according
to the SDN controller application directions. The SDN controller
adds to, modifies, or deletes the clients’ flow tables by sending
OFPT_FLOW messages to the SD-ONUs.

� Statistics collection To collect the client’s statistics information,
such as flow or port counters, the SDN controller sends OFPT_-
STATS_REQUEST, which is followed by OFPT_STATS_REPLY from
the SD-ONU.

� Port status reporting Lastly, an unsolicited asynchronous mes-
sage OFPT_PORT_STATUS is sent by the SD-ONU to inform the
SDN controller of port failures.

2.2.2. Software-defined fault protection preparation
Before a fault occurs, the SDN controller has to prepare the pro-

tection and recovery mechanism in every device. The controller has
the global knowledge of the network topology by acquiring the
information from every device using the OPFT_GET_CONFIG mes-
sage. Subsequently, the controller creates the topology database
that contains information about the PON network status. After-
ward, the flow and port statistics from every device are gathered
using the OFPT_STATS messages. This important statistic is used
to determine the protection and recovery mechanism that can be
implemented. The controller uses the collected statistics and allo-
cates the SD-ONU with the least traffic over the previous 10 cycles
as the default backup SD-ONU for the other ONUs. When an SD-
ONU is chosen as the backup one, the controller dispatches the
SD-ONU with the second-lowest traffic. The controller provides
each SD-ONU with an alternative transmission destination for its
subscribers’ packets in the event of a fault. Furthermore, the con-
troller lays out the protection path by inserting flow entries into
the SD-ONUs’ flow tables using the OPFT_FLOW_MOD messages.
A simplified SD-ONU flow table with enabled protection paths
for the SD-ONU is shown in Table 2, which has two flow entries
with different out interfaces, destinations, and priorities. The pri-
mary destination with high priority status uses the normal DDF
line, while the secondary destination with normal priority status
uses the bus protection line. However, only one path can be active
at a given time. Thus, under normal conditions when no fault has
occurred, the path with the higher priority is selected. Further-
more, when a packet intended for a destination outside the SD-
ONU enters the SD-ONU’s user interface, the packet is matched
with the rule of the flow-table entries and the appropriate action
is taken. When an SD-ONU is selected as the default backup one,
the controller installs the additional flow entries to prepare the
ONU for faulty traffic in the event of a fault. By installing protection
paths into the devices’ flow tables, the PON system is prepared if a
fault occurs and is able to react accordingly. Fig. 7 shows the step-
by-step controller operation in fault preparation.

2.2.3. Fault recovery
The enhanced SD-OLT, SD-ONU, and SD-ONU_OLT can use the

SIEPON detection conditions based on the ‘‘Loss of Signal” (LoS)
in the IEEE 1904.1 standard. The alarm and protection module in
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SD-ONU’s OAM module is actively monitoring the upstream and
downstream optical signals of L1-ONU. If a fault is detected, the
port status in the flow table is changed from ‘‘Active” to ‘‘Down”,
as shown in Table 2. Afterward, the backup protection path needs
to be activated; this is done by forcing the timeout entry to zero for
Table 2
Fault SD-ONU flow table in normal condition in normal and (or in fault condition).

Out interface Destination Pri

L1-ONU Primary OLT Hig
L2-ONU Backup SD-ONU No
the fault interface. Thus, the backup protection entry is selected
and the next incoming packets are directed to the assigned backup
SD-ONU based on the flow-table entries. These packets are then
forwarded to the backup interface (L2-ONU). Afterward, the alarm
function generates the OFPT_PORT_STATUS message to inform the
controller that there is a port problem in the device. The faulty SD-
ONU sends the OFPT_PORT_STATUS message first, followed by the
faulty traffic from the SD-ONU’s subscribers. The fault message and
the faulty traffic are sent through the ONU’s bus-protected line at
its allocated time slot using the backup interface. Furthermore,
when the backup SD-ONU receives the fault message and the faulty
traffic from the faulty ONU, the message is placed in the backup
SD-ONU’s highest-priority queue while traffic is placed in different
queues according to the traffic type. Afterward, the backup SD-
ONU transmits the fault message and the faulty traffic at its
granted transmission time to the SD-OLT. Upon receiving the
OFPT_PORT_STATUS message, the SDN controller module responds
by recalculating the new protection mechanism. It then updates
the DBA function to allocate more bandwidth for the backup SD-
ONU and sends the OFPT_FLOW_MOD message to update the flow
tables inside the SD-ONUs with a new protection mechanism.
Inside the SD-OLT, upon recognizing the LoS of a particular SD-
ONU, the alarm and protection mechanism redirects the down-
stream transmission to the appointed backup SD-ONU. This is
responsible for forwarding the upstream traffic from the faulty
SD-ONU and the downstream traffic from the SD-OLT to the faulty
SD-ONU. Thus, this mechanism enables and recovers transmission
for the faulty ONU, the detailed operation of which in fault condi-
tions is shown in Fig. 8.
2.2.4. Multiple-fault recovery
When handling occurrences of multiple faults, special care is

needed to ensure the QoS of the system performance. If there is
ority Port status Selected

h Active (down) Y (N)
rmal Active (active) N (Y)
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more than one faulty ONU in the system, the controller will recal-
culate the protection scenario and use the following mechanism to
select the backup SD-ONUs. The controller sorts the faulty and
working ONUs based on the traffic statistics of the previous 10
cycles. The faulty ONU with the highest traffic is assigned a backup
SD-ONU from the working ONUs with the lightest traffic. The faulty
ONU with the second-highest traffic is then backed up by the SD-
ONU with the second-lowest traffic, and this process is repeated
until all faulty ONUs are assigned a backup. Thus, multiple faulty
ONUs are handled with multiple backup SD-ONUs. The controller
implements the protection scenario by sending OFPT_FLOW_MOD
messages to the incorporated devices.

2.3. Software-defined fault DBA (SD-FDBA)

Dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) functions that are inside
the SD-OLT are responsible for managing the upstream transmis-
sion by allocating different time slots for each SD-ONU. When a
fault occurs, the DBA function collaborates with the SDN controller
to provide more time to the backup SD-ONU. When a failure occurs
(e.g., at the DDF1 or SD-ONU1 L1-ONU transceiver), the primary/-
working line is switched to the L2-ONU protection line. All the traf-
fic originating from SD-ONU1 is received by the L2-ONU of the
backup SD-ONU and placed in its queue. Afterward, the backup
SD-ONU categorizes this traffic according to traffic types, such as
expedited forwarding (EF), assured forwarding (AF), and best effort
(BE). Furthermore, the intra-scheduling is responsible for schedul-
ing these three queues based on the priority queue (PQ) [9]. Under
normal conditions (i.e., no faults), once the SD-OLT receives the
report messages from all ONUs, it first initializes the available
bandwidth Bavailable and then calculates the maximum time slots
Wmax for each SD-ONU. Bandwidth Bavailable is calculated as
Bavailable ¼ RNðTmax � N � GÞ � N � 512; where RN is the Ethernet
PON (EPON) line rate, Tmax is the maximum cycle time, N is the
total number of SD-ONUs, and the guard time is denoted by G.
The control-message length is 512 bits (64 bytes) [30,31]. We limit
each SD-ONU time slot to prevent upstream channel monopoliza-
tion by the heavily loaded ONUs, thus improving the fairness.
The value of Wmax can also be set according to the service level
agreement (SLA) [32–34]. Consequently, the available guaranteed

bandwidth Bmin to the ONU is Bmin;Wmax�Wreport

Tmax , where Wreport

denotes the reserved window size of the REPORT message. How-
ever, when one or more SD-ONUs fail, the SD-OLT allocates extra
time slots to the backup SD-ONU(s) to cover the data streams orig-
inating from the affected SD-ONU(s). Thus, in the proposed SD-
FDBA, the maximum time slots for the one or more backup SD-
ONUs are set according to the number of affected SD-ONUs. This
is done because the backup SD-ONU needs to handle the traffic
from its users and those of the affected SD-ONU(s). Fig. 9 shows
the proposed software-defined fault-DBA flow chart.

3. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed architecture in rela-
tion to mean packet delay, jitter, packet loss, and system through-
put performance. The proposed SDN bus-connected architecture
(SD-FDBA) with protection line that covers all ONUs in a PON sys-
tem is compared with a system that uses a restoration group for
fault protection and recovery (C-FDBA) [13]. Furthermore, we
chose to compare the SD-FDBA to the C-FDBA, rather than the B-
FDBA [14], to emphasize in the elasticity, the capability of choosing
single/multiple backup ONU(s), of the proposed architecture. The
proposed systemmodel is demonstrated using an OPNET simulator
with an OLT with 32 ONUs. The downstream and upstream trans-
mission capacity between the OLT and ONU is set to 1 Gbps. The
distance between the ONUs and the OLT is uniform over the range
of 10–20 km, and each ONU has a buffer size of 10 Mb [30,34]. The
self-similarity and long-range dependence (LRD) is chosen as the
network traffic model for AF and BE. High-priority traffic (i.e., EF
traffic) is modeled using the Poisson distribution with a fixed
packet size (70 bytes) [7]. This model generates high-burst AF
and BE traffic with a Hurst parameter of 0.8 [35,36]. The packet size
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of the proposed software-defined fault DBA.

Table 4
Traffic ratios for simulation scenario.

Scenario EF(%) AF(%) BE(%)

154 10 50 40
253 20 50 30

Table 5
Simulation scenario for different fault condition.

Scenario Traffic distribution

Scenario-1 (Uniform) Uniformly distributed
Scenario-2 (80/20) 20% ONUs occupies 80% of the traffic
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is uniformly distributed between 64 and 1518 bytes. The simula-
tion parameters are given in Table 3. To simulate the performance
of the proposed mechanism, uniform and 80/20 network environ-
ments are considered. In the uniform environment, the ONUs traf-
fic load is uniformly distributed. Meanwhile, in the 80/20
environment, 80% of the total network load is occupied by 20% of
the ONUs (heavy ONUs) and the rest of the network load (20%) is
occupied by the rest of the ONUs (light ONUs). The traffic and sim-
ulation scenarios are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
3.1. Scenario 1

3.1.1. Mean packet delay
Fig. 10 shows the overall packet delay in different traffic loads

for the high-priority EF traffic with uniform traffic. The packet
delay here is not the end-to-end delay, and the packet delay
requirements in

EPON for EF should be less than 5 ms [37,38]. The ‘‘No Fault”
scenario has the lowest overall delay in all traffic conditions. Fur-
thermore, because of the additional traffic from the faulty ONU
(s), more faults occur the higher the delays are. Nevertheless, both
C-FDBA and our proposed SD-FDBA have similar performances in
Table 3
Simulation parameters.

Parameters Value

Number of ONUs 32
Up/Down link capacity 1 Gbps
OLT-ONU distance 10–20 km
ONU buffer size 10 Mb
Maximum transmission cycle time 1.5 ms
DBA guard time 1 ls
DBA computation time 10 ls
Control message length 0.512 ls
Number of DDF faults 1, 2, 3 faults
different fault conditions and still have tolerable EF packet delays,
which are less than 3 ms.

3.1.2. Drop probability
Fig. 11 shows the overall drop probability in different traffic

scenarios in different cycle times with uniform traffic, for which
the system performance of C-FDBA and SD-FDBA are similar. Both
C-FDBA and SD-FDBA have no packet drop when the traffic load is
less than 80%. However, when the traffic load is high (>80%), the
buffer is saturated with the incoming packets and the lower prior-
ity packets (AF and BE) are dropped. Furthermore, both C-FDBA
and SD-FDBA are capable of maintaining acceptable packet drop
probabilities of less than 10% in different traffic scenarios.

3.1.3. Throughput
Fig. 12 shows the overall system-throughput performance for

uniform traffic in different traffic loads, for which C-FDBA and
SD-FDBA perform similarly. In fault scenarios, the system needs
to handle the additional faulty traffic. Thus, the system through-
puts are higher compared to the scenario with no fault occurrence.
The system throughputs in fault scenarios reached the highest
number faster, when the offered traffic load is 80%, while the No_-
fault scenarios reached their highest points at 100%, this is because
in fault scenarios the backup ONU needs to accommodate the addi-
tional faulty traffic from the faulty ONUs.

3.2. Scenario 2

3.2.1. Cycle time
Fig. 13 shows the average cycle time with 80/20 traffic for dif-

ferent traffic scenarios in which the IPACT_No_fault has the lowest
cycle time. This is because there is no fault occurrence and no
backup ONU used in the scenario. The IPACT_No_fault scenario
with different cycle-time configurations shows that, even at 100%
load, the cycle time never reaches even half of the configured
one. However, the architectures with protection capabilities (C-
FDBA and SD-FDBA) show consistently higher cycle times com-
pared to those of the no-fault scenario. Furthermore, the results
show that our proposed SD-FDBA has more cycle time compared
to the C-DBA scenario for different fault conditions. To elaborate
more the reason behind the cycle-time results, we provide an
extended results discussion in the following Section 3.3.

3.2.2. Mean packet delay
The mean packet delay in the upstream direction consists of the

polling, grant, and queuing delays. The polling delay is a funda-
mental one, defined as the time between the packet arrival and
the next request sent by the ONU, which cannot be avoided. The
queuing delay is the delay from the beginning of the time slot to
the beginning of the frame transmission. The grant delay is the
time interval from an ONU’s request for a transmission window



Fig. 10. EF delay in different traffic scenarios with uniform in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 11. System drop probabilities with uniform traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 12. System throughput performance with uniform traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 13. System mean cycle time with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.
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to the beginning of the time slot in which this frame is to be trans-
mitted. The usage of priority queuing (PQ) ensures the highest-
priority traffic is transmitted first in every transmission cycle.
Thus, the EF delay, shown in Fig. 14, has the same trend as the
overall system cycle time, shown in Fig. 13. With more faults and
longer cycles, more delays are incurred because the transmission



Fig. 14. EF delay with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.
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cycle time is longer. As explained in the previous subsection, the
SD-FDBA results have higher delays because the needs to wait
longer to transmit its packet between the transmission time slots.
Furthermore, the proposed architecture able to maintain QoS with
the overall EF delay is less than 2 ms.

After all EF packets have been transmitted, the packets in lower-
priority queues can be transmitted. Thus, the lower-priority AF and
BE packets suffer higher delays compared to those of EF. Moreover,
in high traffic load condition, the lower priority packets need to
wait longer in the ONU’s buffer queue and if the buffer is full,
the next incoming traffic is dropped. Moreover, in the scenarios
with less EF traffic (154), the AF packet delays (Fig. 15) are smaller
compared to the scenarios with larger EF traffic ratios (253). This is
because the system prioritizes the important EF packets and post-
pones the transmission of AF and BE packets because some of EF
packets can include the emergency 911 calls.

An interesting trend also occurs in the BE packet delays, as
shown in Fig. 16. The BE delays in certain traffic loads reach the
highest delay points and then drop in the consequent traffic loads
to lower points. Afterward, however, the BE delays continue to
increase. Based on our observations, this trend happens for the
overall BE packet delays because there are three types of packets
involved resulting the overall BE delays, light load ONUs delays,
heavy ONUs delays, and backup delays. With 80/20 traffic scenar-
ios, the larger part of the traffic is generated from the heavy and
backup ONUs. In SD-FDBA, the cycle time is longer than that is
C-FDBA, thus the BE packets needs to wait longer and the queue
is saturated faster. Upon the next transmission slot, the higher pri-
ority EF and AF packets are transmitted first. However, because the
reported AF queue is high, the DBA does not allocate transmission
time for the BE packets, and thus they cannot be transmitted. Sub-
sequently, when the buffer is full the incoming BE packets are
dropped. Furthermore, with increasing incoming traffic for higher
loads, the overall BE delays are calculated based only on the light
Fig. 15. AF delay with 80/20 traffic in differen
and backup ONU delays, thus the delay results are lower. When
the traffic load increases, the light ONUs’ BE packets suffer more
delay and the overall BE delay increases.

3.2.3. Jitter

The EF jitter is calculated as r2 ¼ PN
i¼1ðdEF

i � dÞ2=N, where dEF
i

denotes the delay time of the EF packet i, �d represents the average
delay time of the EF traffic, and N indicates the total number of
received EF packets. Fig. 17 depicts the EF jitter versus the offered
load in different scenarios for different traffic scenarios. Jitter per-
formance or delay variance is one of the key performance indica-
tors of the voice communication requires low jitter. The EF jitter
in the fault conditions is higher because the cycle time increases
to accommodate the additional faulty traffic. Finally, the proposed
SD-FDBA jitter has acceptable EF jitter performance (<0.1), which is
less than the jitter threshold requirement (<50).

3.2.4. Drop probabilities
Fig. 18 depicts the overall packet-loss probability in different

scenarios. In the no-fault condition, there is no packet loss when
the traffic load is <70%. However, in fault conditions, packet drop
begins when the load is >60% because the limited ONU buffer is
not capable of handling the additional traffic from the affected
ONU. Our proposed SD-FDBA achieves better overall drop probabil-
ities in different fault conditions. This is because, in our architec-
ture, the DBA manages to allocate backup ONU(s) with lower
traffic loads, thus accommodating the additional faulty traffic. In
contrast, the C-FDBA results show higher drop probability for
higher traffic loads because the ONU buffers are saturated and
the incoming lower-priority packets are dropped. Furthermore, in
Figs. 19 and 20, we show the drop probability for backup and heavy
ONUs, respectively. For heavy ONUs, our proposed architecture
achieves lower drop probabilities compared to those of C-FDBA.
Conversely, the heavy ONUs in SD-FDBA suffer higher delays com-
t traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.



Fig. 16. BE delay with 80/20 in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 17. Jitter performance with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 18. System drop probabilities with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.

Fig. 19. Backup ONU drop probabilities with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.
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pared to those of C-FDBA because the SD-FDBA has longer cycle
times to accommodate the faulty traffic. Thus, the heavy ONUs in
SD-FDBA have to wait longer, the queue is saturated, and the
incoming lower-priority packets are dropped.



Fig. 20. Heavy ONU drop probabilities with 80/20 traffic in different traffic scenario for cycle time is 1.5 ms.
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3.2.5. Throughput
The upstream system throughput is measured at the OLT’s

receiver and as depicted in Fig. 21, the more faults that occur in
a PON, the higher the throughput. The throughput is higher in fault
conditions because the PON needs to accommodate the additional
faulty traffic, the reduced scheduling overheads, and the number of
ONUs. When failures occur in the network, fewer ONUs are con-
nected to the OLT, and thus the upstream scheduling overheads
are decreased and the overall system throughput is increased.
Because the C-FDBA has more drops compared to the SD-FDBA in
different fault condition, our proposed SD-FDBA shows higher
throughput than that of the C-FDBA.
(d)

1 cycle

A B C D A B C DFaulty 
packets

Faulty 
packets

1 cycle

Fig. 22. Time-slot allocations in different scenarios in high load traffic (a) Normal
uniform IPACT (b) Normal 80/20 (c) 80/20 C-FDBA (d) 80/20 SD-FDBA.
3.3. Results discussion

In this subsection, we further explain the workings of the differ-
ent time-slot allocation mechanisms involved, which help to better
understand the simulation results. In Fig. 22, we provide a simpli-
fied time-slot allocation and related cycle time for different archi-
tectures and traffic scenarios with four ONUs (A, B, C, and D). The
first part (Figs. 22(a) and (b)) shows the IPACT scenario under nor-
mal conditions (no fault occurrences). The latter part (Figs. 22
(c) and (d)) shows the time-slot allocation mechanism for architec-
tures with protection mechanisms, namely the C-FDBA and our
proposed SD-FDBA. Fundamentally, all architectures in Fig. 22 are
based on the limited IPACT, in which the cycle time consists of
the sum of every ONUs transmission time slots. In the IPACT with
high traffic-load scenarios, every ONU fully occupies the available

guaranteed bandwidth (BminÞ. Thus, the cycle time is divided
equally between every ONU, as can be seen in Fig. 22(a). In
Fig. 22(b), we show the time-slot assignments for the normal
80/20 scenario, in which the uneven traffic distribution shortens
the cycle time in high traffic loads as the heavy ONU (D) fully occu-

pies the Bmin. In contrast, the light-load ONUs (A, B, and C) use a
Fig. 21. System throughput performance with 80/20 traffi
smaller part of the Bmin. To provide protection, the ONUs in C-
FDBA are grouped into couples. When faults occur, to accommo-
date the faulty traffic from the faulty ONU, the system allocates
extra time slots to the backup ONU. However, because of the
tightly coupled architecture, the protection capability is limited
to only the coupled ONU. Moreover, with an uneven traffic-
distribution scenario (80/20 scenario), a couple configuration with
a heavy ONU and a heavy ONU is a possibility. Therefore, in Fig. 22
(c), we show the time-slot allocation mechanism if the heavy ONU
is used as the backup one and its time slot is doubled to provide
extra transmission time for the faulty ONU. In high traffic loads,

the light ONUs use only a part of their Bmin. Meanwhile, because

of the additional faulty traffic, the backup ONU uses all of its Bmin
c in different traffic scenarios for cycle time is 1.5 ms.
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and the cycle time is lengthened. In our proposed transmission
time-slot allocation mechanism, with the bus-connected line and
the enhanced SDN capability, the faulty ONU(s) can transmit its
faulty traffic to the chosen backup ONU. With uneven traffic distri-
bution, the controller can choose the best backup ONU with the
least traffic as the backup ONU. In Fig. 22(d), we show the trans-
mission time slot for our SD-FDBA architecture in which one of
the light ONUs is chosen as the backup one. The existence of a
heavy ONU and the addition of faulty traffic that occupies the

backup ONU increase the backup ONU’s usage of Bmin and lead to
a longer cycle time.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an enhanced software-defined PON
architecture with a recovery and protection system that provided
elastic protection based on the bus protection line. The proposed
architecture provided flexibility in fault protection and recovery
with its capability to adjust the protection mechanism dynami-
cally. The simulation results showed that the proposed dynamic
bandwidth allocation (SD-FDBA) was still proficient at satisfying
the high-priority traffic so that the system could maintain the nec-
essary QoS requirements in the fault and recovery environment.
Moreover, the simulation results with the 80/20 scenario proved
that the proposed architecture could use multiple backup ONUs
with the least traffic to provide better system performance if mul-
tiple faults occurred. In future work, we plan to enhance and
expand the architecture to provide more fault-recovery options
by connecting multiple PONs. We also intend to enhance the archi-
tecture by using network function virtualization (NFV), and to
extend OpenFlow to support virtualization in enhanced PON
systems.
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